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Dear Sir orMadam,
Camcycle is a volunteer-led charity with 1,450 members that works for more, better and safer cycling
for all ages and abilities in the Cambridge region. We are strongly supportive of improved cycling and
walking alongMadingley Road.
Overall, we find that Option 2 is the best choice for providing protected cycleways, (mostly) dedicated
footways, more landscaping opportunities and a much greater potential improvement to the environ-
ment and biodiversity. The only problem is the completely unnecessary fallback to shared-use pave-
ments at junctions and crossings. Thankfully, we know this can be easily fixed with simple changes to
the design to ensure fully-segregated cycleways and dedicated footways through junctions.
We strongly support Option 2 on condition that it is revised to give it fully-segregated cycleways and
dedicated footways. We strongly support all the suggested Toucan crossings and would add another
one in the vicinity of Bulstrode Gardens or Wilberforce Road to help people cross to the eastbound
cycleway.

The Option 2 Landsdowne Road junction is the best example from the indicative design because it has a
protected cycleway fully segregated from a dedicated footway.



Diagram 1: an excerpt we obtained from the upcoming DfT cycling design guidance shows several ways to
design side road junctions that prioritise walking and cycling, and provide protected cycleways with

fully-segregated and dedicated footways.

Bi-directional cycleway on the north side

Option 2 proposes a bi-directional cycleway on the north side of the road. We asked for this to be given
consideration because people currently cycle in both directions on the north side of the road. However,
if a safe and convenient westbound cycleway is to be provided on the south side of the road, and if
more spacewas needed for walking or better junction design, thenwewould bewilling to see the plans
changed so that much of the north-side cycleway is one-way. In that case, there would still be a need
for some short sections of bi-directional cycleway in order to make connections; for example at the
Storey’sWay Toucan Crossing.

JJ Thomson Avenue junction

We are pleased to see the ambition displayed for the JJ Thomson Avenue andMadingley Rise junction
inOption 2. However, it is unnecessary to pursue any type of roundabout here. Instead,we recommend
using a particular type of priority junction known in the Netherlands as a ‘Voorrangsplein’1, or ‘priority
square’. In fact, it would only require a few small changes to convert theOption 2 design for JJ Thomson
Avenue into a priority square. The benefits would be: more natural and calmer flow for all modes, and
priority for walking and cycling along Madingley Road, while also making it easy to cross the road and
providing additional landscaping opportunities.

1Voorrangsplein video demo: www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQO6S_FQbGQ
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The Voorrangsplein (priority square) is a priority junction with pocket turn lanes and a central island that
serves as traffic-calming. All modes travelling along the main road receive priority, and all modes emerging
from the side roads must give way. It is a very simple solution that can be deployed in any junction with

sufficient space. Traffic lights may be used for the walking/cycling crossings if desired. The above example is at
a straightforward junction but the idea also works at offset junctions like JJ Thomson Avenue andMadingley
Rise. The above example shows two sets of walking/cycling crossings, but one crossing would be sufficient in

our case given the design of the surrounding roads.

Real-world example of an offset priority square junction in a village near Amsterdam.
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Eddington Avenue junction

Wefind theOption2proposal for this problematic junction tobe the solution that ismost likely towork,
with the all-directions green phase for cycling that allows people to cross the entire junction (andmake
right turns) in one phase. We note that the cycleways should be fully segregated from the footways.
The success of this junction design will depend upon the level of priority for cycling programmed into
the traffic signal controller; however, this detail unfortunately is not shown at this stage.

LadyMargaret Road and east

Bothoptions propose a vastly improvedLadyMargaretRoad junction for pedestrians,with all crossings
provided near the junction. Unfortunately however, neither option fixes much east of Lady Margaret
Road. Furthermore, the Queen’s Road roundabout remains as dangerous as ever. We understand that
limitations on this scheme prevent further improvements being made here, but it is still a problem that
needs to be tackled eventually.

Question 2: elements of Option 1

WedisapproveofOption1overall becauseOption2 ismuchbetter. There are someelements ofOption
1 that are acceptable, mainly because they are sharedwithOption 2, or because they are reasonable in
any case.
Itemswe strongly support: 6, 7, 8, 11, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23 and 24.
Floating bus stops should follow the London Accessible Bus Stop Design Guide in order to ensure that
the bus stops are fully accessible to all people of all abilities.
Detailed comments:
5) We strongly oppose the Option 1 design for Eddington Avenue junction, because it is essentially
the completely inadequate status quo.

9) Similarly, we strongly oppose the Option 1 redesign for JJ Thomson Avenue junction, because it
prioritises cars and tarmac, and not cycling nor walking. In fact, it seems to be even worse than
the status quo, since cyclists will be asked to wait for very long periods of time just to cross the
minor roads under this proposed traffic light scheme.

16) Wewould strongly support item 16 except that the design shown is poor; better side road cross-
ings are shown in the above diagram from the upcoming cycling design guidance.

We remain neutral on the others.

Question 4: elements of Option 2

In general, we strongly support Option 2.
Items we strongly support: 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,
28, 29, and 30.
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Regarding all of the side road crossings, we strongly support them provided that they use the properly
segregated design from the upcoming cycling design guidance, as shown in Diagram 1 above.
Floating bus stops should follow the London Accessible Bus Stop Design Guide in order to ensure that
the bus stops are fully accessible to all people of all abilities.
Detailed comments:
5) We strongly support the more ambitious Option 2 design for Eddington Avenue junction, pro-
vided that the footways are fully segregated from the cycleways; there is no reason for shared-
use pavements here.

13) We strongly support the ambition for a better junction at JJ Thomson Avenue, however it should
not be a roundabout but rather a ‘Voorrangsplein’ as described above.

We remain neutral on the others.

Question 8

Good-quality walking and cycling infrastructure is beneficial for people with protected characteristics
under the Equality Act 2010. Cycleways must be built to allow people of all ages and abilities to safely
use them, andmust be accessible to people assisted by adapted cycles, tricycles, handcycles andmobil-
ity scooters. Footways must be accessible to people with limited mobility or partial sight. We recom-
mend consulting the Guide to Inclusive Cycling from the charityWheels forWellbeing.2
Yours sincerely,
On behalf of Camcycle

MatthewDanish,
Trustee

2wheelsforwellbeing.org.uk/campaigning/guide/
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